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The substitution effect on hydrogen bond energy of the Watson-Crick type base pair between 9-methylguanine
and chemically modified 1-methylcytosine derivatives was evaluated by an ab initio molecular orbital theory.
A remarkable tendency was observed, namely, that cytosine derivatives possessing an electron-donating group
form a stable base pair with guanine. Nevertheless, neither the hydrogen bond distance nor the charge
distribution was a valid index for the hydrogen bond status in CX-G base pairing. An intramolecular hydrogen
bond between the substituent and theexo-cyclic amino moiety also had an important role in the substitution
effect of the base pair stability.

Introduction

The Watson-Crick type base pair formation, guanine (G)-
cytosine (C) and adenine (A)-uracil (U)/thymine (T) (Figure
1) is fundamental for molecular recognition in the duplex
formation of nucleic acids.1 The processes of transcription from
DNA to mRNA,2 and of translation from mRNA to protein via
tRNA,3 are also based on the formation of the Watson-Crick
type base pairs.

The molecular recognition via highly selective Watson-Crick
base pairing has attracted widespread attention; for example, it
has been applied to construction of artificial supermolecular
systems,4 to template synthesis,5 and also especially to antisense
technology,6 which are topics of interest from the standpoint
of control of expression of genetic information. These applica-
tions are based on the selective hydrogen bond formation of
nucleic acid bases, so a molecule which is able to selectively
form a stable complex is needed. However, there are no
systematic studies targeting the improvement of the base pair
stability. Thus, to improve the base pair stability, computer-
aided molecular design of nucleic acid base analogues is highly
demanded.

We have already reported ab initio molecular orbital study
of the substitution effect on hydrogen bond energy in the base
pairs between 9-methyl adenine (A) and modified 1-methyl
uracil derivatives (UX)7 and between modified 9-methyl adenine
(AX) and 1-methyl uracil (U).8 In the case of the substitution
effect on the hydrgen bond energies in the UX-A base pairs, a
remarkable trend was observed: UX possessing a stronger
electron-withdrawing group (EWG) forms a more stable base
pair. On the other hand, no remarkable trend was observed in
the relation between the substituent on adenine derivatives and
the hydrogen bond energies, in the case of the AX-U base pairs.

We also reported that the substitution effect on hydrogen bond
energy of the AX-U base pairs, calculated by an ab initio
method, was in good agreement with the substitution effect on
experimentally observed binding properties.

Although there are many theoretical studies on the hydrogen
bond energy of the Watson-Crick type base pairs between
natural nucleic acid bases,9 no systematic ab initio molecular
orbital studies on modified base pairs have been reported except
for our studies.7,8 Theoretical studies are important for under-
standing the nature of the hydrogen bond in the base pair and
are useful for applications such as those described above. We
report herein an ab initio study regarding the substitution effect
on hydrogen bond energy in the base pair between modified
1-methylcytosine derivatives (CX, Figure 2) and 9-methylgua-
nine (G).

Computational Methods

In most theoretical studies, the hydrogen bond energies of
the Watson-Crick type base pairs were evaluated at the second-
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Figure 1. Watson-Crick base pairs.

Figure 2. Hydrogen bond between CX and G.
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order Møller-Plesset (MP2) level of theory using double-ú basis
sets with polarization.9 Rablen et al. showed10 that hydrogen
bond energies of small molecules calculated at the level of
B3LYP/6-31++G(2d(X+),p)//B3LYP/6-31++G(d(X+),p)11

were in good agreement with the results of the complete basis
set approach (CBS-Q12). Sponer et al. reported9m that the
hydrogen bond energies of some model compounds in MP2/6-
31G*(0.25)//MP2/6-31G*(0.25)13 reproduced relatively well the
result of much larger basis sets. They also found14 that the
contribution of higher-level electron correlation was small on
hydrogen bond energy and that MP2 interaction energies were
close to the results of coupled cluster electron correlation
(CCSD(T)15) data. Hydrogen bond energy is mainly character-
ized by electrostatic contribution,16 and the contribution of
electron correlation higher than MP2 level should be relatively
small.14 Considering these two results, the hydrogen bond
energies of Watson-Crick type base pairs can be studied in
MP2 level electron correlation. We already reported an ab initio
study regarding the basis set effect on the calculated hydrogen
bond energies of Watson-Crick type base pairs at the MP2
levels of theory.17 The values of hydrogen bond energies of
A-U and G-C base pairs, evaluated at the computational levels
of MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)12//HF/6-31G(d,p), were in excellent
agreement not only with the values calculated at MP2/6-
311++G(3df,p)//HF/6-311++G(3d,p) but also with the values
reported by Rablen et al.13 Thus, MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)//HF/6-
31G(d,p) level calculation was employed for estimation of the
hydrogen bond energies of the Watson-Crick type base pairs

in this report. Recently, Dunning’s triple-ú basis sets were
applied to nucleic acid base pairs,9n and triple-, quadruple-, and
quintuple-ú basis sets were applied to a model complex of the
base pair, for discussion of the basis set effect on the hydrogen
bond energy.9n From the results of the model compounds,
Sponer et al. pointed out that double-ú basis sets should
underestimate the hydrogen bond energies in the base pairs, in
comparison with quintuple-ú basis sets. However, we consider
that the error, which originates from the basis set employed,
should be comparable for all CX-G base pairs. On the other
hand, the hydrogen bond energies of A-T and G-C base pairs,
calculated in the Slater-type orbital triple-ú basis set (TZ2P)
using DFT (BP86, PW91 and BLYP),9o were in good agreement
with our results in MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)//HF/6-31G(d,p) level
calculation. Thus, the substituent effects in nucleic acid bases
on the hydrogen bond energy for base pair formation can be
discussed, at least qualitatively, on the basis of the energy
estimates derived from MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)//HF/6-31G(d,p)
calculations.

The hydrogen bond energies of the Watson-Crick type base
pairs were evaluated by a supermolecular method. The basis
set super position error (BSSE) for hydrogen bond energies was
corrected by using the counterpoise method.18 Hereafter, we
refer to the molecular interaction energy without BSSE correc-
tion asδE and the energy with BSSE correction as∆EHB (eqs
1 and 2). Thus, the more negative∆EHB means the more stable
hydrogen bond.∆∆E was defined as the substitution effect on
∆EHB (eq 3):

Figure 3. Substituent introduced 1-methylcytosine derivatives (CX) in this study.
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As shown in eqs 1 and 2,∆EHB(CX-G) includes the total
interaction energy, and the deformation energy was not separated
from ∆EHB(CX-G), because of our standpoint in this research:
the substitution effect on the interaction energy, including the
deformation energy, is an important aspect of this work.

In the present work, we studied twenty C analogues (CX),19

whose structures and abbreviations are shown in Figure 3. The
structures of CX-G, as well as those of nucleic acid bases CX

and G, were optimized in the 6-31G(d,p) basis set at the HF
level of theory.Cs symmetry was assumed: all atoms, except
for hydrogen atoms in the methyl group(s) and the phenyl group
of C4NPh and C5Ph,20 were placed on the plane of symmetry. A
nonplanarity of the bases in higher level calculations, especially
for G, was reported by Hobza et al; however, the structures of
the bases in Watson-Crick type base pairs were planar.9k,l Thus,
the errors derived from the assumption of the planarity of the
bases should be comparable for all of the CX-G base pairs.
Therefore, the relative substituent effects in nucleic acid bases
on the hydrogen bond energy for base pair formation can be
discussed, on the basis of the energy estimates based on the
planar structures. The energies of the optimized structures were
evaluated with single-point calculations using the 6-31+G-
(2d′,p′) basis set at the MP2 level of theory.

A preliminary conformer search with HF/3-21G calculations
was carried out in some cases. Additionally, energy estimation
of the two important conformers was carried out at the level of
MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)//HF/6-31G(d,p) in the case of derivatives
possessing a modifiedexo-cyclic amino group: 4-N-methyl-1-
methylcytosine (C4NMe), for 4-N-formyl-1-methylcytosine (C4Nfo),
and 4-N-phenyl-1-methylcytosine (C4NPh). In such derivatives,
there are conformational isomers because of the rotation of the
amino group and the substituent (Figure 4).∆EHB(CX-G) of
these derivatives were calculated based on the hydrogen bond
forming conformer (I ). For C4NMe, the conformer (I ) was found
to be higher in energy than the conformer (II ). We refer to the
molecular interaction energies calculated based on the conformer
(II ) as∆Etotal(C4NMe-G). On the other hand, for C4Nfo and C4NPh,
the conformer (I ) was found to be lower in energy than the
conformer (II ), so only∆EHB(C4Nfo-G) and∆EHB(C4NPh-G)
were considered for these derivatives. However, in the case of
C4NPh, the difference in the energy was small; thus, base pair
formation between such cytosine analogues and guanine should
be entropically unfavorable. There are also two conformers
derived from the rotation of the formyl group in the cases of
C5foand C6fo. ∆EHB of these derivatives were calclated based
on the most stable conformers except where noted otherwise.
In the cases of C5NO2, C5NH2, and Cquin, planar structures of the
exo-cyclic amino moieties were not energetically minimum,
because of steric hindrance. Thus, we calculated∆EHB based
on two structures: (a) based on the planar structures (referred
to as C5NO2q, C5NH2q, and Cquinq) to estimate typical substitution
effect and (b) based on the most stable structures to estimate
real substitution effect.

In the case of 5/6-formyl substituted derivatives (C5fo and
C6fo), there are conformers/conformations, as shown in Figure
5. A remarkable intramolecular hydrogen bond is observed only
in C5fo(a). Conformation b was the transition state (TS) in the
formyl group rotation. To estimate the effect of the intramo-

lecular hydrogen bond, the hydrogen bond energies based on
the rotamers were also calculated.

Conformer search calculations were carried out using the
SPARTAN program.21 Structure optimization and energy esti-
mation calculations were both carried out using the Gaussian
94 program.22

Results and Discussion

CX shown in Figure 3 was classified into the following six
groups: group A: unmodified 1-methylcytosine (C); group B:
an EWG or electron-donating group (EDG) was introduced at
the 5 position on C (C5NO2, C,5fo C5F, and C5NH2); group C: an
EWG or an EDG was introduced at the 6 position on C (C6NO2,
C,6fo C6F, and C6NH2);23 group D: an EWG or EDG was
introduced on theexo-cyclic amino moiety at the 4 position
(4N) of C (C4Nfo and C4NMe); group E: bases having larger
conjugate systems (C5Ph, C4NPh, CtriC, Cquin, CbiC. and CPhox);

δE(CX-G) ) E(CX-G) - (E(CX) + E(G)) (1)

∆EHB(CX-G) ) δE(CX-G) + BSSE (2)

∆∆E ) ∆EHB(CX-G) - ∆EHB(C-G) (3)

Figure 4. Rotatableexo-cyclic bonds in C4NMe, C4NPh, and C4Nfo.

Figure 5. Rotation of formyl group and intramolecular hydrogen bond
in C5fo and C6fo.
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and group F: bases resulting from the replacement of theexo-
cyclic oxygen atom by a sulfur atom (C2S), and/or deletion of
the exo-cyclic amino moiety (P2S and P2O).

Table 1 shows the results of theoretically estimated∆EHB,
∆∆E, and BSSE (kcal/mol) of each CX. Figure 6 shows the
substitution effect on∆EHB in groups B and C of CX-G and
the corresponding those of UX-A. Opposite to the substitution
effect in uracil, a remarkable tendency was observed, namely,
that CX possessing stronger EWG forms a less stable base pair
with G. The cytosine derivatives act as an electron-acceptor in
H-bond A and act as an electron-donor in H-bonds B and C,
as shown in Figure 2. So, it is considered that introduction of
an EWG on CX makes H-bond A stronger and the H-Bonds
B and C weaker. Conversely, an EDG on CX makes H-bond
A weaker and H-bonds B and C stronger. Thus, the sum of
the substitution effects on the H-bonds B and C overcome the
substitution effect on the H-bond A. The substitution effect of
each substituent on the 5 position in∆EHB of CX was larger
than that of UX: ∆EHB of the C5NO2-G base pair was 2.59 kcal/
mol less negative than that of the C-G base pair; on the other
hand,∆EHB of the U5NO2-A base pair was 0.92 kcal/mol more
negative than that of the U-A base pair.7a Also, ∆EHB of the
C5NH2q-G base pair was 1.43 kcal/mol more negative than that
of the C-G base pair; on the other hand,∆EHB of the U5NH2-A
base pair was 0.28 kcal/mol less negative than that of the U-A
base pair.7a The substitution effect on the 5 position was larger
than that on the 6 position. For example,∆EHB of the C5NO2-G
base pair was 1.35 kcal/mol less negative than C6NO2-G base
pair, and∆EHB of the C5NH2q-G base pair was 1.30 kcal/mol
more negative than C6NH2-G base pair. Nevertheless,∆EHB of
C5NH2-G (based on the most stable structure, notCs symmetry)
base pair was 0.25 kcal/mol less negative than that of the C-G
base pair. The dihedral angle between theexo-cyclic amino
moiety on the 5 position and the purine ring was about 120°,
because of steric hindrance. So the electron-donating property
of the amino moiety was lost in this case.∆EHB of the Cquin-G

and Cquinq-G base pairs were almost the same, because the most
stable structure of Cquin was nearly planar.

An intramolecular hydrogen bond, as shown in Figure 5,
should be considered as one reason, why the substitution effect
on the 5 position and the 6 position was different. As shown in
Figure 6, the substitution effect of the formyl group in C5fo(b),
which is unable to form such hydrogen bond, was much smaller
and ∆EHB of C5fo(b)-G was closer to that of C6fo(a)-G and
C6fo(b)-G. In both cases of C5fo and C6fo, the substitution effect
became smaller by removing the intramolecular hydrogen bond.
The∆EHB difference of C6fo(a)-G and C6fo(b)-G was smaller
than that of C5fo(a)-G and C5fo(b)-G. Table 2 shows the sum
of the charge distributions on the substituent of C5NO2, C6NO2,

TABLE 1: Counterpoise Corrected Hydrogen Bond
Energies (∆EHB), the Substitution Effects (∆∆E), and the
Basis Set Super Position Errors (BSSE) (kcal/mol) of CX-G
Base Pairs Calculated at MP2/6-31+G(2d′,p′)//HF/6-31G(d,p)
Level

CX ∆EHB BSSE ∆∆E

C -26.08 2.83
C5NO2 -23.49 2.91 +2.59
C5NO2q -23.41 2.91 +2.67
C5For(a) -23.64 2.88 +2.44
C5For(b)q -24.85 2.89 +1.23
C5F -25.82 2.90 +0.26
C5NH2q -27.51 2.94 -1.43
C5NH2 -25.84 2.92 +0.24
C6NO2 -24.84 2.91 +1.24
C6For(a) -25.36 2.87 +0.72
C6For(b)q -25.73 2.88 +0.35
C6F -25.79 2.43 +0.29
C6NH2 -26.21 2.89 -0.13
C4Nfo -26.05 3.12 +0.03
C4NMe -27.09 3.04 -1.02

∆Etotal ) -25.97
C4NPh -27.23 3.37 -1.15
C5Ph -25.75 3.07 +0.33
CtriC -27.23 3.18 -1.15
Cquinq -26.31 2.99 -0.23
Cquin -26.30 2.99 -0.22
CbiC -21.51 3.06 +4.57
CPhox -28.35 3.42 -2.27
C2S -23.58 2.57 +2.50
P2O -17.77 2.26 +8.31
P2S -18.10 2.34 +7.98

Figure 6. Substitution effect in the base pair hydrogen bond energy
of 5 or 6 position on cytisine (C5X, -0- and C6X, - -O- -) and uracil
(U5X, -X- and U6X, - -+- -) derivatives. For the asterisk, see ref 24.
For *, ∆EHB of the C5NH2-G base pair in this figure shows the result
based on theCs structure () ∆EHB(C5NH2q-G) in Table 1). See also
Figure 7 and footnote 20.

Figure 7. Important dihedral angles (θ, degree) between the purine
ring and the substituent in C4NPh, C5Ph, C5NH2, and Cquin.
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C5fo(a), C5fo(b), C6fo(a), and C6fo(b). In all calculation methods,
the electron negativity of the nitro group in C5NO2 was higher
than that of C6NO2 and the electron negativity of the formyl group
in C5fo(a) was higher than that of C5fo(b), C6fo(a), and C6fo(b).
So, it is considered that the formation of the intramolecular
hydrogen bond enhances the electron-withdrawing ability of the
substituent by accepting the hydrogen bond, and the substitution
effect on ∆EHB was enlarged for the 5 position substituted
derivatives. However,∆EHB of C5fo(b)-G and C6fo(b)-G was
more negative than that of C-G; thus, the conclusion that CX

possessing stronger EWG forms a less stable base pair with G
is not required to be changed even after removing the intramo-
lecular hydrogen bond.

Alkylation of the exo-cyclic amino group on the 4 position
(4N) enforced the hydrogen bond (∆∆E ) -1.02 kcal/mol) of
the base pairs. The acylation on the same position had almost
no effect (∆∆E ) +0.03 kcal/mol). The reason the substitution
effect of the formyl group on the 4 position was much smaller
than that of the 5 position is considered to be that the formyl
group on the 4 position reduces the electron density on theexo-
cyclic amino moiety more effectively; on the other hand, the
formyl group on the 5 position reduces the electron density on
2O and/or the pyrimidine ring mainly. C4Nfo formed shorter
H-bonds A and C than C5for but formed longer H-bonds B
than C5for. Then C4Nfo formed a more stable base pair with G
than C5for. On the other hand, C4NMe formed slightly longer
H-bond A and shorter H-bond C as compared with cytosine,
but it formed slightly longer H-bond B. From the result of the
hydrogen bond length of C4NMe-G base pair, the methyl group
of C4NMe has almost no effect on the electron density of4N but
enriches the electron density of2O effectively. Thus, it was
difficult to describe the substitution effect on4N.

Although the substitution effect in group E was relatively
large, there was no remarkable trend in the substitution effect
on∆EHB in group E, in contrast to groups B and C. Introduction
of the phenyl group on4N also enforced the hydrogen bond of
the base pairs (1.15 kcal/mol); on the other hand, introduction
of the phenyl group on the 5 position slightly weakened the
hydrogen bond of the base pairs (0.33 kcal/mol). CtriC-G formed
a more stable base pair than C-G (1.50 kcal/mol).∆EHB of
the Cquin-G base pair was 0.23 kcal/mol negative than that of
the C-G base pair. CbiC is known as a fluorescence C analogue,
but ∆EHB of the CbiC-G base pair was much less negative than
that of the C-G base pair (4.57 kcal/mol).∆EHB of CPhox-G
was the most negative () the most stable base pair) in this study
(∆∆E ) -2.27 kcal/mol). Lin et al. reported a DNA oligomer,
which contains CPhox instead of C and showed a higher melting
temperature (Tm) than a “normal” DNA oligomer; that is, the
duplex stability of the DNA oligomer was increased by the base
substitution from C to CPhox.19p,25 The duplex stability is
dependent not only on the base pair hydrogen bond stability,
but also other various factors, e.g., stacking of the bases,
conformation of the sugars, etc. However, the base pair hydrogen
bond stability should be one of the factors, and this result
suggests that the CPhoxcan form stable hydrogen bonds with G.

As expected, the substitution ofexo-cyclic oxygen to sulfur
(C2S) weakened the hydrogen bond energy of the base pair (∆∆E
) +2.50 kcal/mol). This substitution effect was also observed
in the case of U4S (∆∆E ) +1.52 kcal/mol). Removing the
exo-cyclic amino moiety or replacing theexo-cyclic oxygen by
sulfur also causes a large decrease in the base pair stability (8.31
kcal/mol). However,∆EHB of the P2O-G base pair (-17.77 kcal/
mol), which contains two hydrogen bonds, was more negative
than∆EHB of the A2NH2-U base pair (9-methyl 2-aminoadenine
- 1-methyl uracil base pair,-14.96 kcal/mol).8 Surprisingly,
∆EHB of the P2S-G base pair (-18.10 kcal/mol) was almost
the same as that of the P2O-G base pair. Although anexo-
cyclic sulfur atom in heterocycles can act as a hydrogen acceptor
()electron donor) in a hydrogen bond,26 hydrogen bond
capability of theexo-cyclic sulfur atom is considered much
weaker than that of an oxygen atom. It is considered that
H-bond B of the P2S-G base pair is enforced by the
substitution of exo-cyclic oxygen by sulfur, which is less
electron-negative; however, the H-bond B length of P2S-G
(2.095 Å) is longer than that of P2O-G (1.961 Å). We are now
investigating this unexpected result in more detail.

Considering the fact that hydrogen bond energy is mainly
characterized by electrostatic contribution,16 the charge distribu-
tion analysis is considered a good method to study the
substitution effect on the strength of each hydrogen bond in
the base pairs. Nevertheless, from the results of the charge
distribution analysis and the relationship between hydrogen bond
length and the substituent, expected trends of the relationship
between the hydrogen bond energy, the hydrogen bond distance,
and the charge distribution were not observed.27 Neither the
hydrogen bond distance nor the charge distribution was a valid
index for the hydrogen bond status in CX-G base pairing. Platts
also reported that charge distribution was not a valid indicator
for the hydrogen bond stability.28 Guerra et al. reported that
charge-transfer interaction should have an important role in base
pair hydrogen bonding.29 Our results in the charge distribution
analysis suggested that not only electrostatic but also some other
contribution should be considered for characterizing hydrogen
bonding property in the base pairs, which appears to be
consistent with the results of Platts and Guerra et al.

Conclusion

The substitution effect on hydrogen bond energy of the
Watson-Crick type base pair between G and CX was estimated
by an ab initio molecular orbital theory. Opposite to the
substitution effect in uracil, there was a remarkable tendency
for CX possessing stronger EWG to form a less stable base pair
with G. The substitution effect on the 5 position in CX was
greater than that on the 6 position. Intramolecular hydrogen bond
formation between the substituent and theexo-cyclic amino
group plays an important role in the difference of the substitution
effect in the 5 position and the 6 position. Neither the hydrogen
bond distance nor the charge distribution was a valid index for
the hydrogen bond status in CX-G base pairing; thus, consider-
ing electrostatic contribution alone is not enough for character-
izing a hydrogen bond property in the base pairs.
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TABLE 2: Sum of the Charge Distributions (e) of the
Substituents

CX Mulliken CHelpG NPA

C5NO2 -0.418 -0.077 -0.258
C6NO2 -0.279 -0.054 -0.173
C5For(a) -0.281 0.008 -0.015
C5For(b)q -0.189 0.038 -0.001
C6For(a) 0.007 0.057 0.073
C6For(b)q -0.007 0.040 0.060
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hydrogen bond distance, and the charge distribution. This
material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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